
CashPoint
- User interface for smart safes and recyclers -

CashPoint has a user-friendly, customizable interface, enabling you to reap all the benefits of your safes.

 

The challenges
 
The standard user interfaces on safes do not 
always cover all your functional needs and are not 
compatible with other cash management 
platforms. The management of safes is often 
timeconsuming and complex. 

The solution
 
CashPoint is installed locally on safes, using 
Windows. Its touch-screen interface can be used to 
manage all the functions of the safe (configuration, 
user management, reports, feedback, etc.).
ALVARA´s CashPoint technology enables the 
display of certain functions or options to be 
managed dynamically.
When combined with Universal platform, 
CashPoint accepts remote updates of users, bill 
sets and the application.
 

The functions
 

Configuration of the machine 

Management of users, including profiles and 
access rights

Functions for cash deposits, envelope 
deposits, change, dispense, etc.

Instantaneous exporting of transactions to 
Universal or another platform

 
 

Identification using a login, a credit card or 
proprietary cards

Detailed history of deposits per day or per 
operator and generation of reports

The benefits
 

1500+ CashPoint licenses have been installed for 
different projects in 9 European countries and 
the USA.

Thanks to ALVARA’s technology, CashPoint is 
installed on safes in a few clicks. Thanks to the 
user-friendly and intuitive platform, a safe can 
be configured and made available to users in 
just a few minutes.  The different functions are 
accessed directly via the home page, making 
them extremely simple to use.

All ALVARA software applications are developed 
in-house and can therefore be adapted 
depending on your requirements. The platform 
can be customized with your company’s logo 
thanks to a dedicated URL and generate 
personalized reports, while other specific 
developments can be implemented by our 
engineers.
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